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MASTER ABSTRACT

A model for hydrogen recycling developed for use in a Tokamak

transport code is described and compared with measurements on ISXB and

DITE. The model includes kinetic reflection of charge-exchange

neutrals from the wall and deposition, thermal diffusion and desorption

processes in the wall. In a Tokaraak with a limiter, the inferred

recycle coefficient of 0-9-1.0 is due primarily to reflection (0.8-0.9)

with the remainder (0.1-0-2) being due to desorption. Laboratory

experiments supply much cf the data for the model and several areas are

discussed where additional data are needed, such as reflection from

hydrogen-loaded walls at low (~100ev) energy. Simulation of ISXB shows

that the recently observed density decrease with neutral beam injection

may be partially due to a decrease in recycling caused by hardening of

the charge-exchange flux incident on the wall from the plasma.

Modeling of isotopic exchange in DITE indicates the need for aa
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ion-induced desorption process which responds on a timescale shorter

than the wall thermal diffusion time.
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1. Introduction

Recycling is essential for discussion of particle confinement in

Tokamaks since wall confinement of the plasma is equal in importance to

magnetic confinement in determining the plasma density. Point models

for recycling have been useful in explaining experimental results from

DITE[1,2] and PULSATOR[3]. These models, while having the advantage of

computational simplicity, are neccessarily limited since profile

effects are accounted for only approximately. Profile effects in the

wall are treated in diffusion models developed to explain hydrogen

implantation, replacement, and desorption experiments[4-6]. Here, we

describe the combination of a plasma and wall diffusion model which

automatically accounts for profile effects in a consistent way.

Realistic one-dimensional recycle models should be useful for studying

the interelated recycling processes in present day Tokamaks and, for

example, wall saturation in future long pulse devices and tritium

accumulation in TFTR[7].

Several reviews of hydrogen recycle modeling have recently

appeared: Martnar [&] has reviewed measurements of hydrogen recycling in

Tokamaks (primarily but not exclusively ALCATOR); Wilson [9] has

reviewed the laboratory experiments which supply much of the materials

data necessary to understand recycling; and McCraeken and Stott

[10]have reviewed both in situ measurements and laboratory data as well

as previous models for recycling. Therefore, this paper will net be a

comprehensive review of recycling but will review work which has been

particularly useful for construction of a recycle model.
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Laboratory experiments and simulations of the data from these

experiments provide the basis for a complete recycling model since the

various elements contributing to recycling may only be isolated in the

laboratory. In section 2, we describe the model and the various data

that go into the

model with particular emphasis on where more laboratory

measurements are needed. Fundamental features of the model are

illustrated in section 3 with simulations of density clamping on ISXB

and isotopic exchange in DITE.

2. Model

2.1. Plasma Transport

In order to model isotopic exchange and fusion burn experiments,

we assume the plasma i3 composed of two hydrogen species. The plasma

transport equation for protonic species j is

where S.(r) Is the volume source rate of species j which is explained

in section 2.5. The plasma flux is T . = _D . J + n^vp where D j is

the diffusion coefficient of species j in the plasma and v is the

neoclassical inward pinch velocity. The plasma transport processes in

Tokamaks are very poorly understood at present. The pinch term is

included to reproduce the observed peaked density profiles; without

this term, the predicted density profile is strongly inverted during

density Increases with gas puffing [11]. There is no model for the

rate of plasma diffusion (°p<) which explains observed Tokamak

behavior, but the overall level of diffusion may be inferred from
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simultaneous measurements of the density and the fueling rate.

Unfortunately, most of the fueling in present day devices is by

recycling and therefore an accurate measure of only the gas puffing

rate is insufficient to determine D . experimentally. The rate of

diffusion in the plasma

may be determined from a combination of a transport model

including recycling and measurements from Tokamak experiments for

comparison with the model. An empirical plasma transport coefficient

which approximately reproduces many Tokamak experiments (when combined

with the recycle model described below and the measured gas puff rate)

is

D = -LiL- (2 + 20(-) ) +lrf* e-(
a-r>/(°-la> fIL (2)

PJ - a s

This coefficient is small enough at the center to allow the

neoclassical pinch to peak the density profile and large enough at the

edge to prevent inversion of the density profile. This level of

diffusion in the outer regions of the plasma also balances the neutral

fueling rate from recycling and gas puffing at approximately the

measured densities. The term -njAjj in the density equation allows

for parallel loss to the limiter and divertor in the scrapeoff. For a

diaphragm limiter, the flow to the limiter is at approximately the ion
irR- .

thermal velocity and Tff;J = __ where RQ is the major radius, a = -J-
r 2 Ti il/2 TJ

and vT. = [ J is the ion thermal velocity [12] .
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The radial magnitude of the terms in Equation 1 and a volume

integral of the terms for a typical simulated discharge are shown in

figure 1. The ionization source is peaked at the outside of the plasma

and the scrapeoff is essentially transparent to neutrals. Also, all

the flux which diffuses across field lines into the scrapeoff flows

along field lines to the limiter so that no charged particles diffuse

to the wall. This result is consistent with the scrapeoff width of 5

cm observed in PLT[13]. Since the scrapeoff is usually transparent to

neutrals emitted from the wall, it makes little difference to our

results and, for simplicity, we do not include the scrapeoff in the

simulations described below.

2.2. Outline of Model _ Geometry

The flow of recycled plasma ions is depicted in Figure 2. The

, . 3ni
flux of ion species j [TT = -D . _^L r = a J which diffuses cross-field

into the scrapeoff flows to the limiter (or any other protrubanse such

as a bellows section which acts as a limiter for particles). In a

typical case where the cotal fueling rate (gas plus recycle) is ~ 5 x

lCr1 particles/sec (~70 torr-liters/sec) and the plasma area is A^ ~

105 cm2, r .+ ~ 5 x 10^/cm2/sec When this flux Is concentrated by

parallel flow onto the limiter with area A, ~ 5 x 102 cm2, the flux to

the limiter is I\+ = _Z r .+ ~ 1019/cm2/sec and the limiter surface
L AL j

quickly saturates at this level[14]. Therefore, we assume that all

ions which leave the plasma flow to the limiter, are neutralized and

emitted as neutrals and that no particles are lost or gained in the

neutralization process; i.e., the number of particles in or on the

limiter is constant. Plasma ions incident on the limiter are

accelerated by the sheath potential and the recycled neutrals have an

energy spectrum which ranges from thermal energies up to the sheath
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potential. A model for this spectrum is not yet included and we assume

all neutrals are emitted at 5 ev.

The flux of cold neutrals from the limiter and from the gas feed

port enter the plasma with a large toroidal asymmetry[8]• The

resulting hot charge exchange flux to the wall illuminates some

fraction of the total wall area of the device. Since we do not treat

the toroidal and poloidal asymmetry of the neutral fluxes explicitly,

we assume that an arbitrary fraction of the wall area is involved

uniformly in the reflection and wall diffusion processes discussed

below. The neutral fluxes in Figure 2 (except I"£) are all normalized

to this area. For machines such as PDX and I3X-B, where there is a

large empty volume between the plasma and the wall, this area is

probably quite large, whereas in a machine such as ALCATOR where the

first wall is close to the plasma, only the area near the limiters and

gas ports are most likely involved. For the simulations discussed

below, we arbitrarily assume a wall area equal to the area of the

plasma (A = 2nR02nag, where as = minor radius cf limiter tip) is

involved in the hydrogen recycling.

The cold neutrals which enter the plasma due to fueling and

recycling may either ionize or charge-exchange. Those neutrals which

charge-exchange and return to the well miy either be reflected or may

stop in the wall and diffuse back to the surface and desorb . The

neutral transport in the plasma is modeled using a two species version

of the neutral transport code SPUDNUT [15] which includes

charge-exchange between species as well as a complete model for wall

reflection. From this model, we find that the fraction of the cold

neutral flux which returns to the wall by c-ir is typically quite large

( = 25%-45%). Thus, the reflection of the c-x particles and diffusion

and buildup of the non-reflected particles in the wall are the
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governing processes for hydrogen recycling. In the next two sections

we describe these processes in some detail and indicate where more

surface physics data are needed*

2.3. Reflection and Absorption of Charge-Exchange Neutrals in the Wall

The reflection of charge exchange neutrals from the wall is

modeled using the results of Oen and Robinson[16]• For a flux of

species j incident at energy E' and angle 8' (8' = CP for normal

incidence), the reflected flux at energy E is

3 r i ( E ) ~ f(E E') if/2 32r?(E',e')
4 = / dE'li-L^-i/ d8' cos8' R(E',8') d (3)

o E o 3E' 30'

whre r? and T^ are the hot charge-exchange flux from the plasma and the

flux reflected from the wall, respectively. The total reflection

coefficient is

R(E,6) = 1 - ( l - rn(e))cos 9 (4)

where rn(e) is the reflection coefficient for normal incidence from Oen

and Robinson [16] and e is the reduced energy. The fit to the data for

rn(e) which is used in the model is shown in figure 3- The cos 8

dependence is an approximate fit [17] to the angular dependence of

reflection given by Oen and Robinson[16]•
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For a flux incident at energy E', the energy spectrum of the flux

reflected at energy E is modeled as

f(E, E') 1 ^ — E < E ' (5)

E > E'

where JLf £ \f (E',E) dE = 1 for all E and Ep = 1 keV. f(E.E') is a

normalized fit to the calculated reflection histograms of. Oen and

Robinson [16] and to the reflected spectra measured by Eckstein and

Verbeek [18]• For low incident energies (E' « E ) this reflected

spectrum is peaked near the incident energy and only a small fraction

of the incident energy of each reflected particle is lost in the wall

before reflection. For high incident energy (E' » E ), the reflected

spectrum is peaked near E and most of the incident energy is lost

before reflection. A cosine distribution is assumed for the angular

velocity distribution of particles reflected from each point on the

surface. This is not true for each angle of incidence but is an

adequate approximation for the sum over all incident angles.

The particles which are not reflected are assumed to be deposited

in the wall with a normalized range distribution which is an

approximate fit to the calculations of Oen and Robinson[19]. The

assumed particle source rate is

where y is the distance into the wall and the average range y is
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y(E) = f(e)RE (7)

RE(A) = 22.7 E
1/2(eV) (8)

f(e) = 0.12 + 1.625 * 10~2 (3 + log10 e ) 2 (9)

and data for Cu are used. The depth profile is normalized so that /

dy h (y,E) = 1. The value of y(E) which is used in the model is shown

in figure 3« The deposition is assumed to be independent of the

incident angle, as calculated by Oen and Robinson[19]; this simply

reflects the diffusive nature of the slowing down in the wall where the

influence of the initial direction is quickly lost. A more accurate

range distribution would not vanish at y = 0 for low energies but the

distribution used encompasses the essential features of penetration

into a metal surface and is analytically simpler than a shifted
2 2

Gaussian. For this distribution, y > <y> = — which also fits the
<y>2 3

results of Oen and Robinson[19] over the relevant energy range.

For both reflection and absorption, the total rates and spatial

profiles in the simulation are obtained by integrating over the

spectrum of charge-exchange neutrals incident on the walls. This

spectrum is calculated by the neutral transport model using the plasma

temperature and density profiles which evolve in time. Typical spectra

from the ISXB simulation discussed below are shown in figure 3 for both

an ohmic and a beam heated plasma. Similar spectra for PLT have been

calculated by Hughes and Post[20]« Thus, effects on recycling of

changes in the hardness of the spectrum incident on the wall are

automatically included and several interesting results due to changing

the spectrum by auxiliary heating of a plasma are presented below.

2.4. Wall Diffusion Model
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For diffusion of the non-inflected par t ic les in the wall, we use a

two-species generalization of the model developed by Wilson and

Baskes[4,5] to explain thermal desorption results for deuterium in

stainless s t ee l . As the plasma simulation evolves the plasma

parameters in time, the conc-Titrat ••jn of hydzugea in the wall is also

evolved with a Pick's law thermal diffusion equation including traps:

3c.(y, t ) 3 2c,(y, t ) 3cT 1 (y , t )

3cT i(y,t) D .
i ^ Z L ( y , t ) cTe (y,t) - v c T j ( y , t ) (11)

X cw

cTe(y, t) = cTo(y) -I c T j , (y , t) (12)

v = voe"^D
 + ^ T " * 1 + oTT (13)

~w* "• e
-QD/kT (14)

where for species j, c. is the mobil concentration, c^. is the trapped

concentration, G. is the volume source rate due to non-reflectod

neutrals (described in section 2.5), Dw- is the diffusivity and m. is

the mass. Additionally, Cj is the total concentration of traps, c™ is

the concentration of empty traps, c is the metal concentration, X is

the jump distance, V Q is the attempt frequency for thermal detrapping,

QD is the migration energy, Ej, is the additional binding energy of the

traps, T is the wall temperature and DQ is the diffusivity

pre-exponential. The term oT T is an empirical stimulated detrapping

rate which is discussed below in connection with the isotopic exchange
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experiments in DITE. Wilson and Baskesli5] found a fit to their data

for DQ = 0.17 cm2/s, v Q = 10
13 s"1, X = 2.5 A, QQ = 0.61 eV and E T =

0»29 eV and these values are used here. The wall diffusion coefficient

for these values at room temperature is D . = —1—-_. cnr/s.WJ cp>
The boundary condition for the wall diffusion equations has been

given by Weinhold et al.[21] as a balance between recombl^ative

desorption and outward diffusion from the bulk to the surface of the

wall. In terms of an empirical recombination rate, (2akr), the

boundary condition is

y=0

The total mobile concentration on the right (^Ci<) allows for

desorption of mixed isotope molecules (HB, for example). From fitting

the plasma simulator data of Clausing et al.[22], Clausing and

2ak ..
Weinhold[23] find a value = 2 x 10 cm which is the value we

Dwj 3 c ,
u s e . At the inner boundary, we assume -* = 0 to conserve

3y y=yy 'max

particles; this boundary is always chosen to be deep enough so that it

has no effect on the result.

2.5. Plasma and wall source terms

The source terms for the plasma densities (S.(r)) and wall

concentrations (G.(y)) are coupled in a recycle model since the wall

source is proportional to the neutral level in the plasma which is

partially dependent on the desorntion rate from the wall. Also, the

source term of each species in the plasma and the wall is coupled to

the cold wall flux of the other species by charge exchange in the

plasma and isotopic exchange during desorption from the wall. A
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parameter which is particularly useful for modeling recycling is the

pumping fraction of the wall p., which is defined as the total rate of

deposition of non-reflected particles of species j in the wall divided

by the total cold gas influx to the plasma of species k. In terms of

the neutral fluxes discussed above*

P j k
lk

(16)

where T*z = T^ + T? + I*1? i s the total cold flux of neutrals incident on

T + 3n1
the plasma and I"i E TT = -Q , __£. i s the recycled flux from the

J J r J 3 r 5
limiter, F. = SQ«/A^ is the flux due to the external gas feed rate Sg.

n 3ci(A = plasma area), and T . = -—- Q is the flux desorbed from the

wall. Typically, the pumping rate for the dominant species is p.. ~

0*10 for an ohmic discharge (where most of the hot charge-exchange flux

is reflected) and increases with auxiliary heating to p.. ~ 0.20 due to

hardening of the charge-exchange spectrum on the wall. The

cross-pumping rates (Pi^» j * M depend primarily on the relative ratio

of the species densities in the plasma and may vary between P-r. ~ 0 -

0.20.

The volume source terms for the plasma densities (S.(r)) and wall

concentrations (G.(y)) are

Sj(r) -IcrJhJjCr) -J.r£pjkh5k(r)) (17)

G j ( y ) = I rjk Pjk hjk<y> (18)

where, due to a cold flux of species k into the plasma, hP, (r) is the

deposition profile of species j in the plasma due to ionization and
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charge exchange and ĥ \r(y) i s c^e deposition profile of non-reflected

species j in the wall. The deposition profiles are normalized so that

-L / h?k(r)d
3r = 1 (V = the plasma volume) and / hwk(y)dy = 1. The

P °

wall deposition profile h\Vis obtained by integrating the single-energy

depth profile given in equation 6 over the non-reflected

charge-exchange spectrum incident on the wall.

The recycle model allows us to calculate, rather than specify as

an independent parameter, the recycle coefficient 1^ of the wall and

limiter. This coefficient: is defined as the total plasma source rate

due to all neutral sources divided by the total cross-field diffusive

loss of plasma across the outer plasma boundary- In terms of the

individual fluxes defined ^bove,

^ = (1 - p ) + p Y d (19)

r°
(20)

where p is the average pumping fraction and y, is the ratio of the

desorption flux from the wall to the total wall source rate (y. = 1 for

a fully saturated wall). The term 1-p in F^ is due to reflection and

is a lower limit for 1^ and since p ~ 0.10 - 0-20, then 1^ > 0.80 -

0.90. Thus, most of the wall recycling is due to reflection from the

limiter and walls. Desorption (p YD) increases the recycling to R^ -

0.9 - 1.0 which is the level needed in the simulation to model

experiments. The effect of gettering in this model is to trap all

non-reflected neutrals (Y^ = 0) and to lower ^ from 0.9 - 1.0 to 0.8 -

0»9. Recycling is therefore an important part of particle confinement
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in a gettered discharge even though the external feed rate must be

increased with gettering due to the reduction in

2*6. Data Needs

Major parts of the recycle model outlined above were formulated

from laboratory measurements and from results of computation

simulations of these measurements. Before presenting results of

transport simulations of Tokaraak experiments, we discuss parts of the

recycle model where additional results from laboratory experiments and

Tokamaks diagnostics are needed.

1) Toroidal asymmetries — in the model, we have dealt with

toroidal asymmetries in the neutral fluxes by assuming an arbitrary

fraction of the wall area is uniformly illuminated by the

charge-exchange flux fron the plasma. The model could be generalized

to include toroidal effects but measurements with which to compare are

lacking. The toroidally resolved Ha measurements which were made in

ALCAT0R[8] should be made on other machines, especially during

injection heating and pellet fueling.

2) The bulk of the charge exchange flux from the plasma is

incident in the wall with energies <200 eV. Measurements of the

reflection coefficient are generally made at energies >1 keV and we

have used the computational results of Oen and Robinson[16] to

extrapolate to low energies. Measurements of reflection at low

energies, though difficult, are clearly needed.
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3) As the wall concentration of hydrogen increases, direct kinetic

release (sputtering) of hydrogen by hydrogen may become an important

part of recycling[25]• Measurements of this process are lacking.

4) Kinetic reflection is reduced as hydrogen wall concentrations

approach the metal concentrations[25]• Measurements of reflection from

saturated walls are needed.

5) An adsorbed surface layer of hydrogen may exist on the metal

surface. To include this layer in the model, more measurements are

needed of induced desorption rates (due to photons, electrons, ions and

impurities) recombination desorption races and surface layer densities

for the wall materials actually used in Tokamaks.

6) Oxide layers on intals are known to reduce hydrogen desorption

rates [26]. This effect could be included in the model (and in the

impurity equation) if more data were availible on reflection and

desorption from surfaces covered by well characterized oxide layers.

3- Comparison with experiments

3-1. ISX-B Injection and Density Clamp

An unexpected result of high power injection into ISX-B is a

decrease in the line-average plasma density n due to injection

("density-clamping")[27]• Before injection, the gas feed is adjusted

so that ne is increasing linearly in time. Without any change in

magnetic or wall particle confinement, injection should increase the

ST—
rate of rise of nJbecause 1) the fast ion density may be as large as

13 3 *" ""

10 cm at the plasma center and an equal number of additional

thermal electrons should be present for charge neutrality and 2) when

the fast ions thermalize, they become a substantial source of

additional plasma. Experimentally, the decrease in n HtAdue to

injection indicates a decrease in magnetic or wall confinement or both*
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There is evidence from various plasma diagnostics that the level of MHD

activity increases due to injection and this may decrease magnetic

confinement; however, the recycle model described above indicates that

recycling may also decrease.

The temporal behavior of n for a typical ohmic and high power

injection heated (Pin, = 950 kw) discharge in ISX-B are shown in Figure

4. Simulated parameters are also shown. In the simulation, the

initial mobil concentration in the wall is assumed to be zero and the

traps are full. For the ohmic discharge, the simulated recycle

coefficient rises from an initial value of R^ = 0.93 to Rw = 0.98 in

about 0.15 seconds. This is approximately the saturation time for the

wall in this model for an ohmic discharge. This time varies in the

simulation between ~Q.1 to ~1.0 sec depending on plasma temperature and

density profiles and on machine size, with larger machines taking

longer to saturate.

With injection, the simulated rate of rise of n (t) is less than

for the ohmic simulation but not as small as the measured rate. The

reason for the decrease in the simulated rate of rise of H (t) is a

decrease in recycling, as is shown in Figure 4. The recycle rate

decreases because injection heats the ions (the central ion temperature

increases from the ohmic value of 350 ev to 1 kev) and this hardens the

spectrum of the charge-exchange neutral flux incident on the wall.

Since the reflection coefficient of the wall decreases with increasing

energy, more of the hot charge-exchange flux is pumped by the wall as

is evident from the increase in the calculated pumping rate (p) in

Figure 4. Also, the range of the neutrals in the wall increases with

energy and the time required to diffuse back to the surface and desorb

therefore increases. These two effects lower the recycling from R =

•98 to R = .91 • In the simulation, about one second is required for
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the wall to again saturate and for the recycle coefficient to reach R =

0.99.

3.2. Isotopic Exchange in DITE

McCracken et <L« [L] have described an experiment in DITE where,

after many months of hydrogen discharges, the filling gas was changed

to deuterium. Discharges which were a mixture of deuterium and

hydrogen resulted and over 50 discharges in deuterium were required to

achieve predominantly deuterium discharges. From a point model

developed to explain this experiment, it was concluded that a

successful model of this result requires 1) a large reservo.ir of

hydrogen in or on the wall and 2) a mechanism (called ion induced

desorption) which enhances the flux of this hydrogen out of the wall

into the chamber during a plasma discharge. The exact nature of the

reservoir and of the induced desorption mechanism were not specified

but a cross-section for desorptiou of o ~ 10 cm (which is of the

order of the geometric crossection) was inferred.

Three possibilities for a reservoir in or on the wall are 1) an

adsorbed surface layer, 2) hydrogen in traps in the metal, and 3)

mobile hydrogen whose concentration is maintained at; a high level

between discharges by a low surface desorption rate (such as with

titanium gettering) or by a low thermal diffusion rate (due to low wall

temperatures, i.e. ALCATOR). Sofield et al.[28] have measured high

(~10% atomic fraction) concentrations of hydrogen in the DITE liner

many months after operation. Blewer et al.[14] have shown that bulk

effects are probably involved in ion replacement in metal since at the

energies involved in the beam experiments the range of the injected

o
hydrogen is ~500 A. We examine,therefore, the following hypothesis to

see whether the' model gives results which are even qualitatively
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similar to the observed isotopic exchange process. We assume that the

metal within the range of charge-exchange neutrals from the plasma has

a concentration of traps of cT(J = 0.10 cw where c^ = metal

concentration. During a discharge, the trapped hydrogen may be

collisionally detrapped by the charge-exchange neutrals from the plasma

as they slow down diffusively in the wall. Therefore, the detrapping

frequency is enhanced by an empirical induced detrapping frequency v^ =

i, where T T (= 7 rF p.v ) is the flux of hot neutrals which stop in

the wall and the induced detrapping crossection o-j- = 10" cm ,

following McCracken et al.[1] In this model ion induced desorption is

treated by assuming that a large reservoir of hydrogen is in traps

prior to each discharge and that c-x neutrals from the discharge detrap

some of this hydrogen which then diffuses thermally to the surface and

desorbs.

To obtain the initial wall conditions for the discharge

simulation, the wall diffusion equations are solved alone for 50 shots.

A discharge is modeled with a constant flux of 2 x 10 rf3/cnr/s to the

wall for 200 ms to charge the wall followed by 5 minutes of thermal

wall diffusion with no incident flux. The deposition profile in the

wall is taken from the actual discharge simulation described below.

After 50 of these cycles, the wall concentration of mobil hydrogen is

very low near the surface but extends to great depth in the metal and

the traps are almost full. The low concentration of mobile hydrogen at

the surface before the shot indicates that the desorption of mixed

molecules alone [29] cannot explain isotopic exchange unless a dense

adsorbed surface layer is also present*
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To simulate changeover, the initial wall concentration of W.

calculated above and an initial plasma density which is entirely D + are

used* We assume no gas puffing, thus the total number of hydrogen

atoms in the system (plasma + wall) is conserved. The resulting total

ionization rates of H and D (which are proportional to the measured H^,

Da emission rates in DITE [1]) are shown in figure

5 for two values of the surface recombination rate. The relative

H and D densities in the simulation are approximately proportional to

the relative H and D ionization rates. The deuterium density decreases

monotonically during the discharge while the hydrogen density

increases. In the wall, the concentration of hydrogen in the traps

decreases and reaches a new equilibrium value where the rate of

detrapping and retrapping balance. As the mobile wall concentration of

deuterium increases, the concentration of trapped deuterium increases

so that, at the end of the discharge, some changeover of the hydrogen

in the traps has occurred. The enhancement of the plasma hydrogen

density for ok = °° shown in figure 5 illustrates that the

recombination rate measured by Clausing and Weinhold [23] is large

enough to be partially rate determining.

The major discrepancy between the model and the experimental

results is the time lag in the simulation before the hydrogen

ionization rate rises to the level of the deuterium ionization rate.

This delay is the time for the trapped hydrogen to be detrapped and

diffuse to the surface. Experimentally, the hydrogen appears near the

beginning of the discharge and the initial plasma is partly hydrogen.

Thus, a process with an immediate response to the flux from the plasma

is neccesary to model isotopic exchange. One reason the DITE point

model [1,2] successfully reproduces exchange is that the flux of
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hydrogen into the discharge is assumed to be directly proportional to

the diffusive loss of plasma from Lne discharge.

Two processes which may reproduce the prompt exchange are 1) an

adsorber! surface layer or 2) an increase of the diffusion rate (DWj) of

the mobile hydrogen in the wall due to charge-exchange neutrals from

the plasma. The surface density of an adsorbed layer is determined by

a balance between the source due to diffusion from within the metal

(which occurs mainly between shots) and losses by electron, proton, and

photon bombardment and by recombinative desorption. Desorption of only

a samll fraction of a monolayer is needed to supply the total density

of DITE and this desorption could occur during breakdown of the filling

gas. Unfortunately, the data needed to construct a realistic surface

layer model are lacking.

Hotston[6] has recently presented a model for gas sputtering which

successfully reproduces the laboratory isotopic exchange experiments of

Blewer et al.[14] In this model, diffusion in the metal is driven by

the collisions between the injected beam particles and the mobile and

trapped hydrogen previously implanted in the metal. This model may

explain prompt isotopic exchange in DITE if the charge-exchange flux

sufficiently shortens the diffusion time between the bulk and the

surface o£ the metal. Also, a process like collision-induced diffusion

is neccesary to model ALCATORMwhere thermal diffusion is negligible

since the walls are cooled to 77° K. Ultimately, a model which

includes both thermal and collision-induced diffusion as well as an

adsorbed surface layer may be required to adequately model Tokamak

recycling.

4. Summary
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We have reviewed the laboratory measurements which form the data

base for a time and space dependent hydrogen recycle model for Tokamak

transport codes. The model, which is described in detail, includes

wall reflection, absorption, diffusion, and desorption of the

charge-exchange neutral flux from the plasma. Reflection accounts for

80%-9O% of the recycling with desorption providing an additional

10%-20%. Simulation of the ISXB neutral beam heating experiments shows

that plasma heating lowers recycling due to increased absorption by the

wall of the charge- exchange flux from the plasma. This effect is

probably involved in, but does not completely explain, the unexpected

density decrease in ISXB which results fro m neutral injection.

Ion-induced detrapping and thermal diffusion in the wall is examined as

a possible explanation of isotopic exchange measurements in DITE and is

found to be too slow compared to the measured exchange rate. Several

additions and improvements to the model will include 1) addition of a

model of ion-induced detrapping and diffusion as recently formulated by

Hotston, 2) addition of a separate adsorbed surface layer, and 3)

improvements in the basic data as new laboratory measurements become

availible. When better agreement is obtained between an improved

recycle model and measurements on Tokamaks, realistic simulations will

be possible of such important phenomena as, for example, wall

saturation and fueling requirements in long pulse devices and tritium

buildup and exchange in the wall of TFTR.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l. Left: Typical profiles of the source and loss terms in the

proton density equation. Right: number balance for the
volume inside radius r. a and a are the distance to the
limiter tip and wall, respectively•

Fig.2. Wall fluxes and recycle paths of plasma and wall hydrogen. The
fluxes are defined in the text.

Fig.3. Top: reflection coefficient for normal incidence (rn(
E)) and

mean penetration depth (y(E)) in the wallflor iron.) Bottom:
charge-exchange spectra from the ohmic and neutral-beam
heated ISXB simulations described i-.. the text.

Fig.4. Top: experimental and calculated line average density (ne) for
ISXB with and without neutral beam injection. Bottom:
calculated average pumping fraction (p) and recycle
coefficient

Fig.5. Total ionization rate rf H and D for simulation of isotopic
exchange in DITE. Top: surface recombination included.
Bottom: surface recombination not rate determining. The
simulated behavior of ng for no recycling (R^ = 0) is also
shown (top) to emphasis the importance of recycling.
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